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ICEPP International Review Report 
 
 
Introduction and General Remarks: 
 
The seed of ICEPP was established by Prof. Koshiba in 1974 in order to pursue research at 
the energy-frontier collider (the DASP experiment at the DORIS storage ring). Since then, 
and through the establishment of ICEPP in 1994, the high energy physics group of The 
University of Tokyo has played critical roles in bringing the quality of Japanese high energy 
physics to the top level globally. Its activities range from JADE at PETRA and OPAL at LEP 
to ATLAS at LHC. The term of ICEPP was successfully extended in 2004 without any 
specific term limit and the scope was extended to include a lepton flavour violation 
experiment (MEG) and preparation for a future !"!#	collider (ILC). This international 
committee was formed to review the activities of ICEPP after the renewal of the term in 
2004 and to make recommendations for the future of ICEPP. The committee met on March 6, 
2019 to hear presentations and produced this report after deliberations. 
 
ICEPP has played indispensable and unique roles as a ‘hub institute’ by supporting 
researchers of other Japanese institutions to participate productively in large international 
experiments and by cultivating young talents at these institutions. This was made possible 
by the high-level expertise of ICEPP researchers as well as the existence of a powerful 
computing facility at ICEPP to support their research.   
 
For the current main experiments, ATLAS and MEG, the end of the first stage of operation 
is not far away, and it is imperative to plan for the future. Apart from pursuing the LHC 
luminosity upgrade project (HL-LHC) to the end which is expected in the mid 2030’s and 
promoting the ILC, an experiment succeeding MEG II should be seriously studied. The 
prospects of the FCC at CERN are now being actively investigated, and the committee 
believes that ICEPP should also be involved in that effort. With conventional approaches, 
the computing power is predicted to be far from adequate for HL-LHC (the ‘2026 problem’). 
It is clear that some new software and hardware solutions are needed and are indeed being 
explored worldwide. ICEPP should stay at the forefront of such global efforts.  
 
The composition of the ICEPP community is highly uniform with its members being mostly 
male and Japanese. The committee believes that the value of ICEPP as an international 
centre will be significantly enhanced if more female researchers are recruited by ICEPP and 
more researchers from overseas are attracted to perform collaborative research activities at 
the centre. Suggestions from the committee in this direction include creating and publicizing 
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visitor and fellowship opportunities, and holding topical international workshops amongst 
other such initiatives. 
 
In general, the budget of ICEPP is mostly project-oriented; e.g. the cost to run the ATLAS 
Tier 2 computing facility that absorbs roughly half of the entire budget, leaving little for 
ICEPP to perform important activities such as those needed for acting as the hub institute. 
The committee believes that ICEPP will be able to significantly enhance its contribution to 
Japanese HEP activities, which is already at a high level, with a small increase of its 
discretional budget. 
 
Overall, the committee would like to praise the past and current accomplishments of ICEPP 
that contributed to the truly respectable position of Japanese HEP community today. The 
committee believes that the important and unique functions of ICEPP that made these 
accomplishments possible should be continued and enhanced for the future. 
 
 
Specific Projects: 
 
ATLAS general 
 
ATLAS is the current flagship project of the ICEPP, with a total of nine faculty members and 
17 postdocs. In addition, there are 29 graduate students working for the project. Attracting 
such a large number of graduate students is a true asset of a university group working for 
the ATLAS experiment. As a founding member of the ATLAS collaboration, their 
contribution started already at the conceptual level of the experiment. Working with other 
Japanese ATLAS groups, the ICEPP assumed a leading role in the endcap muon system 
based on the Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), from design to commissioning and operation. The 
group took a further responsibility in the construction of the first level endcap muon trigger 
system.  
 
While the construction of detector components was mainly carried out by the national 
laboratory KEK, the ICEPP members took the lead in testing and commissioning of the 
system. Being the largest Japanese group participating in the ATLAS experiment, ICEPP 
also assumed the coordinating role of integrating other Japanese groups to the main stream 
of the ATLAS collaboration. For some smaller university groups, faculty members cannot 
afford to stay at CERN for a long period. In contrast, the ICEPP senior members can stay for 
an extended period allowing them to supervise the activities of the junior Japanese 
members irrespective of their affiliations. This is not just a well appreciated service to 
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members from the smaller universities. It also increases the output of the ATLAS-Japan 

team as a whole. It should be also noted that the extended presence at CERN would allow 

the ICEPP senior members to take up leadership roles in the collaboration such as 

convenorship of working groups and project leadership, matching well to the high level of 

expertise. As a result, the ICEPP group is one of the most-respected and internationally 

renowned member of the ATLAS collaboration.  
 

The ICEPP team is also working on the muon trigger upgrade for the HL-LHC ATLAS 

detector, which is driven largely by the Japanese group and co-lead by an ICEPP physicist. 

This is another example of recognitions of the outstanding quality of ICEPP.  

 

 
ATLAS Physics 
 

The committee acknowledges that ICEPP has made very significant contributions in 

shaping the physics program of ATLAS with an impressing amount of output. ICEPP 

physicists took leading roles in important analyses, especially in Higgs decays to %% and 

&"&#, the use of VBF jets in Higgs search, and more recently Higgs decays to ''(, )")#, as 
well as SUSY searches. The committee recognizes the high regard in which ICEPP 

researchers are held amongst ATLAS collaborators by the important physics group convenor 

roles (SUSY working group and Exotics working group) and sub-group convenor roles 

(Standard Model sub-working group, Higgs sub-working group, Exotics sub-working group, 

and Trigger software development). These roles ensure prominent exposure of ICEPP 

throughout the 3000-strong ATLAS collaboration.  
 

The strategy of maintaining a strong contingent of students, postdocs and staff at CERN has 

been very effective even though it implies a high cost of travel. Coupled with the ICEPP 

satellite computing cluster maintained at CERN, this makes for a highly effective team 

onsite at CERN. It was reported that 19 The University of Tokyo PhD students on ATLAS 

have graduated to date. For an academic staff of nine and the time elapsed this may seem a 
little low, but is balanced by the much larger group of master’s students that has been 

trained. 

 

ICEPP takes the important role of leading the discussion on the direction of the Japanese 

groups in ATLAS. This gives a very coherent national program in the ATLAS experiment 

and also in the collaboration management. For effectively shaping and leading the physics 
programme of ATLAS-Japan team, contribution from the theory colleagues of Japan is 

essential. The committee recommends further extending the collaboration with theorists, 
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such as those at IPMU, especially as the ATLAS program enters the precision era heralded 
by Run 3 and more importantly the increased data expected for the HL-LHC operation. The 
committee recognizes ICEPP plans for continued strong participation in ATLAS following 
the start of the HL-LHC phase. The committee recommends that ICEPP develop strategies 
for the analysis of the large dataset with high level of pileup expected for ATLAS at 
HL-LHC.  
 
The far future programme involving possibly a 100 TeV pp collider at CERN (FCC) is 
naturally in the purview of ICEPP as part of the policy of working at the highest energy 
available. This work is expected to evolve slowly in view of the timetable for such a machine. 
The collider-based program of ICEPP started with !"!#	collider experiments and moved to 
pp collisions at the highest energy with the construction and operation of the LHC machine 
and ATLAS experiment. If the ILC becomes a reality during the operation of HL-LHC, the 
committee recommends a combined and balanced program of the two.  
 
 
ATLAS Computing 
 
With a long history in high throughput computing at The University of Tokyo from the times 
of JADE and OPAL, ICEPP was a natural candidate to host the Japanese Tier 2 resources 
for ATLAS computing. Indeed the centre was one of the first to participate in the WLCG to 
solve the computing challenges of LHC. The approach at ICEPP was highly pragmatic by 
delegating installation and maintenance of the computing resources to an outside company. 
It was thus possible to have a large impact on the computing of ATLAS without tying up too 
much human resources of ICEPP. The results are convincing: the availability of ICEPP 
Tier-2 centre is high and the downtime largely results from the exchange of equipment every 
three years. Budget is kept roughly at a constant level and the installed computing power 
and the storage capacity are appreciable and serve both the Japanese needs and those of the 
collaboration as a whole. 
 
The surge in required computing power expected for HL-LHC requires change of paradigm. 
ICEPP has explored specifically the Google Cloud Platform and has started initiatives with 
architectures of quantum annealing and solutions inspired by quantum computing.  
 
ICEPP is committed to maintain the strong leadership role in scientific computing in Japan. 
This is under threat since the future funding is not in place. There are many ideas prepared 
for exploration of future computing, e.g. participating in the HEP Software Foundation 
effort. It is recommended to explore in addition the joint usage of other scientific computing 
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platforms in order to prepare for the surge in computing need. Although this will demand a 

small but important increase in the budget beyond that of the infrastructure lease at ICEPP, 

it could lead to considerable savings in the long run. 

 

 
MEG and MEG II 
 

The * → !% experiment (MEG) at PSI was proposed in 1998 where the main initiator was 

the ICEPP group. The experiment was successfully carried out and completed in 2016. The 

best sensitivity worldwide for the * → !% decay was achieved. The ICEPP group made a 

significant contribution to the detector development and construction, especially for the 

liquid Xenon calorimeter as well as for the physics analysis. The committee congratulates 
the group for their achievements.  

 

The team is now upgrading the detector to improve the background rejection with an aim to 

increase the sensitivity by a factor of ten (MEG II). The ICEPP group is taking responsibility 

in various key upgrades including the replacement of PMTs with MPPCs for the liquid 

Xenon detector. The detectors are ready and expecting an engineering run in 2019. 
 

These projects are carried out with a good initiative by the small numbers of people and 

have been funded by external grants from the JSPS. It is essential to secure a new JSPS 

grant to keep the momentum of the group during the MEG II running period and reap the 

physics results of that effort. 

 
The committee also noted that the group has started considering a future experiment that 

will take advantage of the high intensity muon beam at PSI. Such activity is highly 

encouraged. 

 

 
ILC 
 

Based on the profound experience in !"!#	collider physics from the 80’s and 90’s, The 

University of Tokyo and other Japanese groups proposed a 300 GeV linear collider JLC-I. In 

2004 several world efforts were merged into a joint and global approach for a linear collider, 

the ILC. With the publication of the TDR in 2012 the Japanese HEP community stated its 

interest in hosting the ILC.  
 

ICEPP jointly with KEK has always been deeply involved in the promotion of the ILC at 
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many levels and garnered considerable support from political and industrial sectors. ICEPP 

also contributed to specific topics in the accelerator technology such as the final focus. Such 

studies will help recruiting and educating young accelerator physicists in general. The 

ICEPP contributions to the ILC detector research are numerous and centred around the 

advanced calorimeter developments based on the idea of particle flow for both 

electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. In addition, ICEPP physicists have been leading 
key efforts in preparing the physics cases for the ILC that would complement the HL-LHC 

analyses. These activities are well appreciated, highly respected, and should be continued. 

 
 
Recommendations: 
 
• Aim for an international centre that attracts diverse constituents - both in gender and 

nationality. In addition to increasing the number of female members, encourage 

inbound flow of researchers from overseas. It will create the international and open 

atmosphere that increases the worldwide visibility of ICEPP and enhances its value 

both scientifically and culturally. 

• The HL-LHC programme should be fully carried through. Physics goals attainable 
with high luminosity and high pileup should be clarified. Close collaboration with 

theorists is encouraged. 

• While maintaining the high level of performance for the LHC grid computing which is 

well recognized within the LHC computing community, explore innovative computing 

technologies by profiting from the contacts with industry and including new 

developments in software and architecture such as Machine Learning and possibly 
Quantum Computing for the longer term.  

• A post MEG II experiment taking advantage of the high-intensity muon beam at PSI 

should be seriously considered and a realistic design study should be initiated. 

• Together with KEK and other universities, the effort of ICEPP to promote the ILC 

should be continued. In particular, studies on calorimeters as well as physics analyses 

to enhance the case for the ILC are encouraged. In addition, studies on selected 
accelerator technologies are recommended to maintain accelerator physics expertise 

over the long run. 

• If the ILC goes forward in Japan, ICEPP will play a key role in seeding the growth of 

the Japanese HEP community and ICEPP should be prepared for this. A combined and 

balanced program of ILC and HL-LHC should be constructed. 

• Continue to be involved in preparing the case for a future large collider FCC at CERN. 
 

Tokyo, March 6, 2019 
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Date:  6th March, 2019 

Place: The University of Tokyo, Faculty of Science Bldg. 1, Room 1017 

Oral Presentation:

Agenda of the Review Committee Meeting

09:00 Introduction S. Asai

09:20 ATLAS

      Design, construction, operation, and upgrade M. Ishino

      Physics Y. Okumura

      Computing J. Tanaka

Break

10:50 MEG W. Ootani

11:20 ILC and Future Strategy of Particle Physics T. Mori

11:50 Discussion - Q&A

Break

13:00 Presentation - Support Material S. Asai

13:30 Closed session Reviewers

16:45 Wrap up
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ȏǹȶɓɭɊ×ãɃɯɴɡ,�ȚȌȘȞðōȴÞsGȎȰȉȚȝżĒȌȘǿȰǺǇǉǕǒĕgȝǍǇǉǔǔ

Í_ȄƟâċfȌȘǿȰȉȚȟǹȶɓɭɊ�ƸȝȂȇȰɮɴɎɴɵVİȞɃɯɴɡɮɴɎɴǹɡɱɉȺ

ɂɓɮɴɎɴɶȚȌȘȞ¢:ȴéȒȎȉȚȴUŖȝȌȘȂȯǹrȆȞɨɲɚɴȄV�Ȟ¦°2ƚșȑȱ

ȮȞ¢:ȴ¹ȕȘǿȰǺȑȞŇéǹǍǇǉǔǔȟȶɓɭɊ�ƸɃɯɴɡȞ�șÞȪƙŦȜɃɯɴɡȞɸȖ

ȚȜȕȘȂȯǹ�ĞĢȝȑȞYȄħȮȱȘǿȰǺƺ

ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȟǹƹƉ�ǐǌǇɡɱɉȺɂɓȝZȇȒȶɓɭɊ�ƸƺɦɫɴľyɓɮȿɴȞȶɐɡɃɰɴɔŬĝȪ

ÄƏȌȘǿȰǺťÎȞ×ãȞĨĳøƣȄK;ȌȘŬĝȴƏȩȘȂȯǹȉȉșȪǍǇǉǔǔȞɨɲɚɴȄɮ

ɴɎɴɈɐɡȴġÇȌȘǿȰǺȉȱȟǍǇǉǔǔȄ#1ȌȒ¢:ȴéȒȌȘǿȰȪȀɸȖȞ/��șǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

ƺ
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ȶɓɭɊ�ƸɳĐĖƺ
ƺ

ãx_�ȟǹǍǇǉǔǔȄȶɓɭɊ�ƸȞĐĖ´éȝ�ȌȘȊȦȋȦȜðōȴ�ȈǹñȩȘƙŦȜżĒ

ȴȌȘȅȒȚŴŸȌȘǿȰǺǍǇǉǔǔȞĨĳŒȟǹrȆȞƙŦȜĐĖƓįȞŪèȴɮɴɔȌȘȅȒǺɜɐ

ɃɊľyȞġŧÚȝȟǲǲǹǚǚ�oɩɴɔȞŪèɏɴɧȞɮɴɎɴȴǍǇǉǔǔɨɲɚɴȄȖȚȩ

ȒǺ�ȝȪǙǠǞǭǩǫƻǆǩǬǩǨƻǊǮǬǤǩǨɉȺɐɓȴ�ȕȒɜɐɃɊľyȞÂŃǹɜɐɃɊľyȞǝƻɂȼɴɂ�

ȢȞ�oȫǴƻɰɡɓɲ�ȢȞ�oǹƄ�Į®ľyȞÂŃȞŪèɏɴɧȞɮɴɎɴȴȖȚȩȘǿ

ȰǺãx_�ȟǹǍǇǉǔǔȞĨĳŒȄrȆȞƙŦȜĐĖŪèɏɪɲɗɯșɅɲɝɷɕɴȴȖȚȩȘȅ

ȒȉȚȴƹȆŲ�ȎȰǺ/�ĢȝȟǹǖǘǖǛɃɯɴɡ,�ɳǉǰǩǭǤǞĐĖɃɯɴɡ,�ȞɅɲɝɷɕ

ɴǹǖǭǜǨǟǜǫǟƺǑǩǟǠǦɃɯɴɡɳǌǤǢǢǬɃɯɴɡɳǉǰǩǭǤǞĐĖɃɯɴɡȞɆɠɅɲɝɴɕɷǹɓɮȿɴɌ

ɟɓȹȺȶơġȞɏɴɧɮɴɎɴȜțșǾȰǺȉȱȮȞ¢:ȴéȒȌȘȅȒȉȚșǹǍǇǉǔǔȞJƅȌȒ

żĒȟƿƼƼƼ�ȞȶɓɭɊ�ƸɨɲɚɴȝȭȕȘÙĪȝŴħȊȱȘǿȰǺƺ

ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȞs|ƦĘǹĨĳ_ǹÍ_ȴǇǉǕǒȝƟâċfȊȐȘĐĖŪèȴƫ�ĢȝȂȉȜȀȚǿȀÒ

ƝȟǹÕžȄrȆȃȃȰȪȞȞǹñȩȘAĔȄƹȆǹrȆȞ´éȴǾȈȘǿȰǺǍǇǉǔǔȄǇǉǕǒșŋ

¼ĺĖȌȘǿȰŬĹø2�Ȟ{fȚǾȳȐȘǹ�ƸĕlȞǇǉǕǒȝƹǿøB;ȞǾȰɃɯɴɡȴ

�ȰȉȚȝ´<ȌȘǿȰǺȉȱȦșȝǹƽǄ�Ȟç�s|Ȟs|ƦĘȄȶɓɭɊ�ƸȴɑɴɥȚȌȘM

pŷÐȴ~´ȊȐȒǺǄ�ȞÍ_Ȅ�ÚċfȌȘǿȰȉȚȫȶɓɭɊ�ƸȄƃȯȟȍȩȘȃȮȞ�ß

ȴő³ȎȰȚŜ��ȜǿȭȀȝȧȁȰȄǹȭȯrȆȞ pŷÐȴ~´ȊȐȘǿȰȉȚȪő³ȎȰȚǹȉ

ȞÎzȟƖ3ȜȪȞșǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȟȶɓɭɊ×ãɃɯɴɡȄȚȯȆȨȣȅɡɱɉȺɂɓȞÿ�ȝǾȒȕȘǹƙŦȜ¢:ȴéȒȌȘ

ȂȯǹȉȞȉȚȄǹ×ãɃɯɴɡ,�ȚȌȘŶ^ȞȚȱȒSȯŅȧȴUŖȝȌȘǿȰǺȶɓɭɊ×ãɃ

ɯɴɡȄĐĖɡɱɃɭɧȴAĔȭȆɮɴɔȎȰȒȩȝȟǹ×ãȞĖŷĨĳŒȃȮrȆȞȸɲɡɐɓȴT

ȇȰȉȚȄãƂĢȝƙŦșǾȰǺđȝǐǌǇȞķɺâƒƈȞ¤ǹƹƉ�ǐǌǇɡɱɉȺɂɓȞÚ�ȝ+Ȱ

ȚǹȭȯƹňŬȞɒɴɍȴ�ȕȒĿ�ć�ȄƙŦȝȜȰǺãx_�ȟǹ���ȝĖŷĨĳŒɵ�ȁ

ȠǍǔǑǘȝµ�ȌȘǿȰĖŷĨĳŒȜțɶȚȞK;ƣ�ȴ�ȈȰȉȚȴÄuȎȰǺǍǇǉǔǔȟƹƉ�

ǐǌǇɡɱɉȺɂɓȴ ;ȝÄƏȎȰŬĝșǾȯǹƹƉ��Ƹėmș¦ȮȱȰƹňŬȞɒɴɍȴȖȃ

ȕȒĐĖŪèȞÒƝȴǍǇǉǔǔȄơºȎȰȉȚȴǹãx_�ȟÄuȎȰǺƺ

ƺ

ǇǉǕǒĨĳµșïŭ�Ȟ�æɡɱɉȺɂɓƺǊǮǭǮǫǠƺǇǤǫǞǮǦǜǫƺǇǩǦǦǤǟǠǫɵǊǇǇɻƽƼƼƺǗǠǙȞƨyŠĴi

=ƍaɶȟǹȻɗɯɁɴɟɱɲɑȷȶȞĐĖȴƌþȎȰȚǿȀǍǇǉǔǔȞjãÒƝȝȪśȆWŘȌȘȂ

ȯŗďȜïŭ�źȚȜȰȄǹǍǇǉǔǔȚȌȘȟ=ƍa�ŰȞɍȸɧɊɄɴɯȝǾȳȐȘȬȕȆȯȚĨĳȴ

�ơȌȘǿȆȉȚȝȜȰȓȲȀǺǍǇǉǔǔȞȻɗɯɁɴɟɱɲɑȷȶȞĐĖɡɱɃɭɧȟǹƮyɳƨƮy

ŠĴi�ƸȝwȦȯǹǐǌǇ=ƍaȄ�ĕȌȒȉȚșƨyɳƨyŠĴi�ƸȢȚ�ơȌȘȅȒǺȪȌƹ

Ɖ�ǐǌǇ=ƍaȞƒƈâƢȝeƪɮɖȶɅɭȸɎɴŬĝȄ�ĕȌȒlWǹãx_�ȟǹǍǇǉǔǔȄȉ

ȱȮɹȖȞɡɱɉȺɂɓȝ�ȌȘɚɭɲɊśȆ��ȎȰȉȚȴÄuȎȰǺƺ

ƺ

ƺ

ƺ
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ȶɓɭɊ�ƸɳŬĹøƺ
ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȟǎǅǈǉ�ƸɳǓǔǅǐ�ƸȞƳȃȮƹ®ŖȞŬĹøȴƒĚȌȘȅȒņƸȚ�ōȴ¼ȕȘȂȯǹ

ȶɓɭɊ�ƸȞŬĹøɈɊɑɧȝȂȇȰǗǤǠǫƺƾɋɲɍɴȞ¢:ȴǍǇǉǔǔȄ¹¡ȎȰȞȟŗďȜȉȚș

ǾȕȒǺǍǇǉǔǔȟǹǐǌǇ�ƸȝȂǿȘ©ŦȚȊȱȰsŨöȜŬĹøŖ;ȴĪ�ȎȰȒȩȞeƪ.

XŅŎșǾȰƺǚǩǫǦǟƺǚǤǟǠƺǐǌǇƺǋǫǤǟƺǇǩǧǪǮǭǤǨǢɵǚǐǇǋɶȝØǿûƩȃȮO=ȌȒǺǍǇǉǔǔȟŬĹ

øɈɊɑɧȞŰŏɳ�}ɳƒĚȴqƘȞðŒȝxŮȎȰÒĀȴÁĚȌȒȄǹȉȞȶɡɱɴɏȟñȩ

Șĕ�ĢǹȃȖàAșǾȕȒǺȉȞȂȃȈșǍǇǉǔǔȞ�Ģƀĉȴ�©Ŧȝ:ȆȉȚȜȆǹȶɓɭɊ�

ƸȞŬĹøŖ;Ȟn ȝsǿȝżĒȎȰȉȚȄUŖȚȜȕȒǺǍǇǉǔǔȞǗǤǠǫƺƾɋɲɍɴȞƒĚ�ō

ȟư�ȝ'ȱȘȂȯǹŬĹøɈɊɑɧȞı&ĔȟñȩȘƹǿǺɎȹɲɍȸɧȟŬĹøȴɺ�üȝÜ

ÑȎȰƪȝġĘȎȰȪȞȄ�ȜŦcșǾȰǺŬĹøȞŋ¼ɳƒĚȝƣȎȰ�ĹȟȤȥ��Ȟɰɢ

ɯȴŋ¼ȌȘǿȰǺŬĹŖ;ǹɊɓɰɴɉ�ƛȚȪH2ȜŨöȄǾȯǹe0ȞƯŦȝȪȶɓɭɊ�Ƹ,

�ȞƯŦȝȪ�«șȅȘǿȰǺƺ

ƺ

ƹƉ�ǐǌǇɡɱɉȺɂɓșȟ©ŦȚȊȱȰŬĹøƀĉƛȞČȜn=ȄŧƊȦȱȘȂȯǹȑȱȴĈ

ȒȎȒȩȝ�ȚȟȦȕȒȆĠȜȰ¶ĀȞơġȄ©ŦȝȜȰǺǍǇǉǔǔȟǋǩǩǢǦǠɂɭȹɔɆɴɝɊȴĂĚ

ȎȰĨĳȴƏȩȘȂȯǹȦȒǹƛyȶɖɴɮɲɃ¶ĀȞĂĚȫǹƛyɅɲɞɫɴɍȴȖȃȕȒ`ƶȞ

ŪÿȝȪSȯŅȧwȩȒȚȉȲșǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȟ×ãȞĭ|ŬĹø2ƚȝȂȇȰ ǿɮɴɎɴɈɐɡȴŋ¼ȌȭȀȚȌȘǿȰȄǹ�æȞ�

ĹȞŢ�ȇȟȜǿȒȩǹȑȞƔȟdƭșǾȰǺ�æȞŬĹøƀĉȞǾȯÒȝȟrôȜUŖ®ȄǾ

ȯǹȒȚȁȠǹƹȻɗɯɁɴĐĖ|2ƚȞŬĹ·şȫɌɟɓȹȺȶȴeƪĢȜêŅȧșơġȎȰŅ

ŎǹǵǌǉǔƺǖǩǡǭǯǜǫǠƺǊǩǮǨǟǜǭǤǩǨǶȝO=ȎȰÒĀȪǾȰǺ�¤©ŦȚȊȱȰŬĹøƀĉȞnȝ$

ȁȘǹ�2ƚȞĭ|ŬĹøɃɯɴɡȚK;ƣ�ȴȪȖUŖ®ȴÂȰȉȚȪÄuȎȰǺȑȞȒȩȝ

ȟǹĕfȞŬĹøɰɲɍɯžĚȝ=ȁȘƺǾȰį�Ȟ�Ĺn=Ȅ©ŦȚȜȰȄǹȉȱȟƙŦȜȉȚș

ǾȯǹƟâĢɳŌWĢȜũčȝĵȕȘőȁȒÚǹs�Ȝ�ĹĻŁȚǿȀɨɮɐɓȴȪȒȮȎȉȚȝȜȰȓ

ȲȀǺƺ

ƺ

ƺ

ǑǉǋȂȭȡǑǉǋƺǍǍƺƺ
ƺ

ǔǖǍȞǳǸǠǲ�ƸɵǑǉǋɶȟƽǄǄǄ�ȝÅíȊȱǹȑȞġíȞ�¨ȚȜȕȒȞȟǍǇǉǔǔɃɯɴɡșǾ

ȕȒǺ�ƸȟƷ�ȭȆȂȉȜȳȱǹƾƼƽǁ�ȝń
ȌȒǺǳǸǠǲ�oȝ�ȎȰ�ĞșÞȪȭǿ±�ȴ

ƕ´ȌȒǺǍǇǉǔǔɃɯɴɡȟǹĐĖŪèȝ=ȁǹć�aȞơġȚ�Űǹđȝą�ɀɋɘɲȾɱɮɨɴ

ɍȝ�ȌȘƙŦȜżĒȴȌȒǺãx_�ȟȉȱȮȞ�ōȝȖǿȘĨĳɃɯɴɡȴĮƁȎȰǺƺ

ƺ

Ĩĳɏɴɧȟĕfǹ�Ƹ±�ȴƽƼ!Z�ȊȐȰȉȚȴĤ½ȌȘǹŕÛ�źȴȊȮȝÀƧȎȰȒȩǹ

ć�aȞȶɐɡɃɰɴɔȴȂȉȜȕȘǿȰɵǑǉǋƺǍǍ�ƸɶǺǍǇǉǔǔɃɯɴɡȟǹą�ɀɋɘɲć�a

Ȟ)Ʈyn!ĺȴǑǔǔǇȝÆȎȰȜțǹȊȦȋȦȜƞȚȜȰȶɐɡɃɰɴɔȞŽ�ȴŻȕȘǿȰǺ

ć�aȟĊ$ȄÏǿǹƾƼƽǄ�ȝȻɲɉɖȶɮɲɃɭɲȄâ£ȊȱȘǿȰǺƺ
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ƺ

ȉȱȮȞɡɱɉȺɂɓȟǹ�ÎȞ�ǻȄ ǿ��÷ȴ¼ȕȘ�ÔȌȘȂȯǹ×ã|ş¾ř�ȃȮȞq

Ƙ>´ƜșſȳȱȘȅȒǺǑǉǋƺǍǍ�ƸâƢ�ǹɃɯɴɡȄEǿȴ�ȔǹȑȞ?;Ȟ´éșǾȰĐ

ĖŇéȴē¦ȎȰȒȩȝȟǹÑȌǿ×ã|ş¾ř�Ȟ>´ƜȴĪ�ȎȰȉȚȄ©Ŧ�UùșǾ

ȰǺƺ

ƺ

ãx_�ȟǹȉȞɃɯɴɡȄǔǖǍȞƹ �ɦɫɴȽɲɝɴɧȴĂȃȌȒ�æȞ�ƸȴïŭȌwȩȘ

ǿȰȉȚȝğ°ȎȰǺȑȞôȜĂBȟsǿȝu@ȎȣȅșǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

ƺ

ǍǐǇƺ
ƺ

ǃƼ��ȃȮǄƼ��ȞƮyɳƨƮyŠĴi=ƍașȞrsȜņƸȝjȗǿȘǹç�s|ȚȑȞ�Ȟ

×ãȞťÎȞɃɯɴɡȟǹƿƼƼƺǋǠǙȞɮɖȶɅɭȸɎɴƺǎǐǇƻǍȞÅíȴȂȉȜȕȒǺƾƼƼǀ�ȝȟǹ�

ĞșȂȉȜȳȱȘǿȒťÎȞĂBȄǹɮɖȶɅɭȸɎɴƺǍǐǇȞȒȩȞ,�ĞĢȜK;ȞêŅȧȝň

WȊȱȒǺƾƼƽƾ�ȝȟ·şŰŬk[ÝȞ-ơȚXÚȝǹ×ãȞǌǉǔɵƹȻɗɯɁɴĐĖɶɅɦɫɖ

ɑȷɴȟǹǍǐǇȴɣɊɓȎȰȉȚȝƣ¨ȄǾȰȚšÙȌȒǺƺ

ƺ

ǍǇǉǔǔȟǏǉǏȚ.ȝǹÎǻȞɰɢɯș�ȝǍǐǇȞÄƏȝĆȆƣȳȯǹÌĞȂȭȡęðĞȃȮsȅȜ

ÊÈȴƫȩȘȅȒǺǍǇǉǔǔȟȦȒǹÞńRåŀȜțǹ=ƍa·şȞđ�ȞŵƶȝȪżĒȌȘȅȒǺ

ȑȞȭȀȜĨĳȟǹ�ŚĢȜŜǿ=ƍaĐĖĨĳŒȴDȯǹÍŔȎȰȞȝ¢ĵȖȓȲȀǺǍǐǇć�

aĨĳȝ�ȎȰǍǇǉǔǔȞżĒȟr�ȝȳȒȰȄǹƮīȾɱɮɨɴɍȚəɔɱɲȾɱɮɨɴɍQÒȞȒȩ

ȞǔǜǫǭǤǞǦǠƺǊǦǩǯɵľyȞăȱɶȚǿȀȶȸɒȶȝjȗǿȒ(ĶĢȜȾɱɮɨɴɍơġȝā;ȌȘǿȰǺ

ȉȱȮȝ=ȁǹǍǇǉǔǔȞĐĖĨĳŒȟǹǌǐƻǐǌǇșȞŪèȴţȀǍǐǇȞĐĖȞƙŦ®ȴĬȎƞȚȜ

ȰĊ$ĨĳȴɮɴɔȌȘȅȒǺȉȱȮȞĂBȟƹȆŲ�ȊȱǹȦȒƙŦũȊȱȘȂȯǹ�¤ȪŊȇȘǿ

ȆȣȅșǾȰǺƺ ƺ
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Åūƺ
ƺ

Ƿ ®5ɳeĽȞ�ƱȝȂǿȘrôȜó´_ȴ�ȅȖȇȰeƪɋɲɍɴȴĤ½ȌȜȊǿǺv®Í_
ȞÎȴnȫȎȉȚȝ=ȁǹĄqȃȮȞĨĳŒȞă+Ȫ�ƏȌȜȊǿǺȑȱȝȭȕȘǹǍǇǉǔǔȞe

ƪĢȜħY�ȴZ�ȊȐǹĭ|ĢȝȪÐGĢȝȪȑȞƙŦ®ȴƹȩȘǿȆǹeƪĢșơȃȱȒ

ėmȄ�ȮȱȰșǾȲȀǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǌǐƻǐǌǇɵƹƉ�ǐǌǇɶɡɱɃɭɧȟ~ƑȎȣȅșǾȰǺƹƉ�ȚƹǿɛȸɯȶɐɡėmȝȂǿ
Șƕ´UŖȜĐĖĤõȴÙȮȃȝȎȣȅșǾȰǺĖŷĨĳŒȚȞ�ÃȜK;ȴÄuȎȰǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǐǌǇɃɮɐɔɅɲɞɫɴɑȷɲɃȝȂȇȰƹýĊȞ®Ŗ�ōȟǹǐǌǇɅɲɞɫɴɑȷɲɃɅɦɫɖɑ
ȷȞ�șƹȆŲ�ȊȱȘȂȯǹȑȱȴŋ¼ȌȘǿȆȚ.ȝǹęðĞȚȞƣ�ȴĂȃȌȘǹøî|Ő

ȚȊȮȝUŖșǾȱȠƛyɅɲɞɫɴɍȜțǹɌɟɓȹȺȶȚȶɴɀɑɂɏɪȞÑȌǿơġȴȂȉȜ

ȕȘǹƲÑĢȜŬĹø·şȴÂþȌȜȊǿǺȊȮȝǹ�Ȟĭ|ŬĹøÔŰȞ.ĚȝȖǿȘïŭ

ȌȜȊǿǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǔǖǍȞƹ �ɦɫɴȽɲɝɴɧȴĂȃȌȒǑǉǋƺǍǍ�¤Ȟ�Ƹȴĥ9ȝïŭȌǹĕ�ĢȜŰŬĨ
ĳȝĦ¶ȎȣȅșǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǏǉǏȫ�Ȟs|ȚƎÉȌȘǹǍǐǇȴÄƏȎȰ?;ȴǍǇǉǔǔȟŉŊȎȣȅșǾȰǺđȝȾɱɮɨɴɍ
ȞĨĳȚǹǍǐǇȞƙŦ®ȴȭȯƹȩȰĐĖŪèȢȞSȯŅȧȴÄuȎȰǺ=ȁȘǹǿȆȖȃƗȠ

ȱȒ=ƍa·şȞĨĳȴȂȉȜǿǹƟâȝȳȒȕȘ=ƍaĐĖȞ�Ơ·şȴŋ¼ȌȘǿȆȉȚ

ȴFȩȰǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǍǐǇŬĝȄ×ãșƏȩȠǹǍǇǉǔǔȟ×ãȞƹȻɗɯɁɴɅɦɫɖɑȷɴȄġ�ȎȰìȚȜȰƙŦ
Ȝ¢:ȴéȒȎșǾȲȀǺǍǇǉǔǔȟȑȞĎȝ$ȁȰȣȅșǾȰǺǍǐǇȚǌǐƻǐǌǇȴWȳȐȒɚɭɲ

ɊȭǿŬĝȴĵȘȰȣȅșǾȰǺƺ

ƺ

Ƿ ǇǉǕǒȞ�æsiɅɭȸɎɴǊǇǇȢȞjģȴ�ȰĊ$Ĩĳȝ�ȅŊȅO=ȌȘǿȅȜȊǿǺƺ
ƺ

Óƺ ç�ǹƺƾƼƽǄ�ƺƿßƺǁ×ƺ

ƺ

ǉǞǥǣǜǫǟƺǉǦǬǠǨƺ

�ěƺƕ	ƺ

ǋǠǩǡǡǫǠǱƺǗǜǱǦǩǫƺ

§�ƺ*tƺ

�ãƺhƺ
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ICEPP 国際評価委員会 委員リスト

Eckhard Elsen 
欧州合同原子核研究機構・副所長（研究およびコンピューティング部門） 

中田 達也 
スイス連邦工科大学ローザンヌ校・教授 

Geoffrey Taylor 
メルボルン大学・教授 

徳宿 克夫 
高エネルギー加速器研究機構 素粒子原子核研究所・所長、教授 

山本 均 （委員長） 
東北大学・教授 
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期日：　２０１９年 ３月 ６日 

場所：　東京大学 理学部１号館 1017号室 

報告：

ICEPP 国際評価委員会 議事日程

09:00 Introduction 浅井

09:20 ATLAS

      Design, construction, operation, and upgrade 石野

      Physics 奥村

      Computing 田中

Break

10:50 MEG 大谷

11:20 ILC and Future Strategy of Particle Physics 森

11:50 Discussion - Q&A

Break

13:00 Presentation - Support Material 浅井

13:30 Closed session 審査員

16:45 Wrap up


